In our event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment, participants learned to select between two response options by trial-and-error, using feedback stimuli that indicated monetary gains and losses. The results of the experiment indicate that error responses and error feedback activate the same region of dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, suggesting that this region is sensitive to both internal and external sources of error information.
In our event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment, participants learned to select between two response options by trial-and-error, using feedback stimuli that indicated monetary gains and losses. The results of the experiment indicate that error responses and error feedback activate the same region of dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, suggesting that this region is sensitive to both internal and external sources of error information.
Theories of anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) emphasize a role for this brain area in performance monitoring 1 and action selection 2 . One recent theory proposes that an area in caudal and dorsal ACC (dACC) implicated in the cognitive control of action selection 3, 4 uses reward prediction error signals conveyed there by the mesencephalic dopamine system to reinforce adaptive behaviors 2, 5 . The theory holds that this neural region is activated by unexpected error information, regardless of whether the source of the information is 'internal' (from an 'efference copy' of the response command) or 'external' (from feedback in the outside environment). Although the results of eventrelated brain potential (ERP) 2, 5, 6 and hemodynamic neuroimaging [7] [8] [9] studies are consistent with this position, it remains to be determined whether or not a single motor-related area in ACC is sensitive to both types of error information.
Here we used fMRI to investigate this question. We adapted to an event-related design 10 a probabilistic learning task previously used in ERP experiments to study error activity associated with ACC 2, 6 . In this task, participants used feedback stimuli to learn by trial-anderror which of two buttons to press after presentation of imperative stimuli. The feedback stimuli indicated whether the participants received a financial reward (+10 cents) or incurred a financial penalty (-10 cents) on each trial. Some of the imperative stimuli were associated with fixed stimulus-response mappings that could be learned by the participants, and other imperative stimuli were associated with random stimulus-response mappings that could not be learned by the participants. We predicted that dACC would be more active for error trials than for correct trials, whether or not the source of the information was related to self-detected errors following the response or to externally provided error feedback. Furthermore, the theory holds that the error activity should be elicited only by unexpected error events-namely, by the first event on each trial indicating that an error has occurred. On trials with fixed stimulus-response mappings, this event is the error response, because the mappings are known and the system can detect the error at the time of the response. However, on trials with random stimulus-response mappings, this event is the error feedback, because the mappings are essentially unknown and the system must wait for the error feedback to detect the error. Thus, we predicted that response-related error activity would occur on trials with fixed mappings but not on trials with random mappings, and that feedback-related error activity would occur on trials with random mappings but not on trials with fixed mappings.
Written consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were briefly given some practice at the task and an opportunity to become familiar with the stimulus-response mappings before entering the scanner. Data acquisition and analysis followed commonly adopted procedures (see Supplementary Methods online). Participants responded correctly on about 77% (± 3%) of the trials associated with fixed mappings. On trials associated with random mappings, correct feedback and error feedback were delivered at random, so the accuracy measure is not meaningful for this condition. About 6% (± 1%) of all trials were classified as 'too late' (response time >600 ms).
A statistical parametric map associated with a contrast between error responses and correct responses on trials with fixed mappings was thresholded at a conservative value (P < 0.00025, uncorrected). This procedure yielded clusters of activity associated with the peak difference in activation between error responses and correct responses (Fig. 1, red areas) , including right dACC (area 32: x = 1, y = 18, z = 44), right pre-supplementary motor area (area 6: x = 4, y = 12, z = 59) and left supplementary motor area (area 6: x = -5, y = -6, z = 65 and x = -11, y = 0, z = 62). In contrast, at this threshold, a comparison between error feedback and correct feedback on trials with random mappings did not reveal any neural areas in which feedback-related error activity was greater than feedback-related correct activity. To identify feedback-related error activity, the dACC cluster was defined as a region of interest (ROI). We predicted that this area would be sensitive to error feedback, that is, that feedback-related error activity would be associated with the same region as the peak response-related error activity. A neural area within this ROI (area 32: x = 4, y = 18, z = 44) was indeed more activated by error feedback than by correct feedback on trials with random mappings (P < 0.05, uncor- Figure 1 Sensitivity of dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) to both internal and external sources of error information. Red: error-related clusters of activation in dACC (ventral cluster) and in the presupplementary motor area (dorsal cluster), associated with a contrast between error responses and correct responses on trials with fixed mappings. Yellow: error-related cluster of activation in dACC associated with a contrast between error feedback and correct feedback on trials with random mappings. rected; Fig. 1, yellow area) . Furthermore, the locations of the peak activities in dACC for the response comparison and for the feedback comparison were identical (within the resolution of the experimental design) along the rostral-caudal and ventral-dorsal dimensions of Talairach space (y = 18, z = 44), and extremely close along the lateral dimension (x = 1 versus x = 4).
To confirm these observations, we created event-related averages 10 from the data associated with the cluster of activation corresponding to the feedback contrast, for correct trials and error trials associated with fixed mappings and with random mappings (Fig. 2) . A three-factor repeated-measures ANOVA on trial type (fixed, random), event type (response, feedback) and outcome (error, correct) on the eventrelated averaged data associated with the periods of maximum hemodynamic activity (5 s after each event 11 , colored areas in Fig. 2 ) revealed main effects of trial type (F 1,10 = 14.5, P < 0.005), event type (F 1,10 = 31.5, P < 0.001) and outcome (F 1,10 = 10.7, P < 0.01); an interaction between trial type and event type (F 1,10 = 49.5, P < 0.001); and a three-way interaction between trial type, event type and outcome (F 1,10 = 14.4, P < 0.005). The other interactions were not significant (P > 0.05). Paired t-tests on the event-related average data associated with fixed trials indicated that this region was significantly more activated by error responses compared to correct responses, t 10 = 4.0, P < 0.005 (Fig. 2, pink area) , but not by error feedback compared to correct feedback, t 10 = 1.6, P = 0.13 (Fig. 2, blue area) . Conversely, paired t-tests on the event-related average data associated with random trials indicated that this region was significantly more activated by error feedback compared to correct feedback, t 10 = 3.9, P < 0.005 (Fig. 2,  blue area) , but not by error responses compared to correct responses, t 10 = 0.4, P = 0.73 (Fig. 2, pink area) . Although not the focus of this study, we note that this area was also activated by both error responses and correct responses on random trials relative to correct fixed trials, a finding that is predicted by the response conflict theory of ACC (because the random trials are associated with relatively equal response biases, and therefore with a greater probability of response coactivation and conflict) 1 . Activations associated with other contrasts are given in the Supplementary Note online.
These results demonstrate that a single area within dACC is more activated both by error responses than by correct responses and by error feedback than by correct feedback, suggesting that this area is involved in processing both sorts of error information. Along the rostral-caudal and ventral-dorsal dimensions of Talairach space, the peak areas associated with the activity were in fact identical. This focus is located in the posterior part of the rostral cingulate zone 4 , exactly on the border of Brodmann areas 32 and 8. It is located very near to regions identified in previous studies as being sensitive to error feedback 8 and to unexpected decreases in reward 9 , and to a region of ACC that is activated by pain 12 -a primal form of error feedback. Furthermore, consistent with the error-related ERP activity observed in this task 2, 6 , these error activations were greatest following unexpected error events, that is, after the response on fixed trials and after the feedback on random trials.
dACC is believed to contribute to the cognitive control of motor behavior 3, 4 . The activity of this region is modulated by midbrain dopamine neurons 13 , which convey reinforcement signals that indicate errors in reward prediction 14 . A recent theory proposes that dACC uses these performance-related dopamine signals to select and reinforce adaptive behaviors 2, 5 . The theory further posits that these dopamine signals modulate dACC activity such that unexpected unfavorable events are associated with more activity than unexpected favorable events. Until now, this position has been supported primarily by ERP data that, because of the inverse problem, have provided relatively poor information about the location of the underlying neural sources. The results of the present study provide converging evidence from a complementary experimental technique with superior spatial resolution. 
